Abstract
Current bioinformatic knowledge is spread over many distinct databases worldwide.
They provide distinct services and information such as the protein sequence [1, 2] , sophisticated analyses on protein domains [3] or predictions of protein features such as protein localisation [4] . To date, a universal database unifying all this available information does not exist. In addition, large amounts of high quality experimental or theoretical data on proteins exist on public web servers, which are often not incorporated or linked to major databases. Therefore, such valuable information is missed or access to it is time-consuming if searches are performed manually. This problem becomes most apparent if hundreds of proteins have to be analyzed, as it is the case in large-scale proteomic projects. Various web based tools have addressed the problem by offering central access to several databases and analysis packages via a unified interface [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] . They are valuable resources, which integrate information and analyses of several distinct databases of which each is addressing an important aspect for predicting gene or protein functions. Although some of these tools provide very sophisticated tasks, they may have the disadvantage that they require an extensive training of users.
Here we describe "Harvester", a Google™ type meta search engine that retrieves information on human proteins from several public databases and scripts computing intensive prediction servers via their web-interfaces. The collected information, which is obtained as text or screen-shots, is assembled for every protein as a single HTML page on a central server for instant community access. Since all information available on Harvester is pre-computed, proteome-wide screens can be completed in only a few seconds.
Harvester features
Harvester collects text-based information from the following selected public databases and prediction servers: SWALL, SOURCE, Genome Browser, BLAST, SMART, SOSUI, PSORT II, CDART, MapView, NCBI-BLAST, SOSUI, STRING, Genome
Browser.
The obtained data are saved and subsequently presented as text or screen-shots, depending on the data presentation of the respective server. In this way harvester provides the user with the same look and feel, as if the server of which it was collected from directly displayed the information presented. Each screenshot is linked to the original database entry or server, which can be activated for further interactive on-site analysis.
For optimal search engine indexing, redundant information of the pre-computed data is removed by server specific converter modules.
As data from prediction servers (e.g. PSORT II SOSUI, SMART [4, 9, 3] ), which often run time-consuming analysis methods, are pre-computed for the Swissprot-All set of human protein sequences by Harvester, it can provide these data instantaneously and thus increases the speed of searches drastically. All information regarding one protein is saved on a single HTML page. In this way the information is transparent for any search engine as the pages are hierarchically linked from the servers main page. Harvester continuously updates pages older than 21 days. The quality of the collected information automatically increases with the quality of the crawled data servers, which themselves collect their information from several sub sources but quality-check them prior to publication [1, 6, 8] . Because different servers use distinct prediction algorithms, they often return contradictory results on the same request. Since all acquired data on one protein are collected on a single page by Harvester, it has been possible to address this problem by introducing a ranking system in Harvester, where predictions, which are identical in two or more servers, are scored higher than predictions returned by only one server. In this way the levels of confidence for predictions presented by Harvester become transparent.
Several such examples comparing various prediction algorithms and manually confirmed data can be found on the Harvester WebPages.
Harvester implements protein specific "one-click" feedback forms on every protein page that allow reporting of inconsistencies or asking questions by users. This does not only help to improve Harvester regularly with respect to user needs, but it also serves as a means of support for database annotators who can register to this feedback forum in order to be forwarded those user comments which relate to their field of activity.
